Introduction about molecular mechanisms of mechanotransduction. In 1993, studies of touch transduction in C. elegans
Electrophysiological studies have identified specialized and Na ϩ reabsorption in specialized kidney and lung ion channels gated by mechanical force as key mechaepithelia (Canessa et al., 1993) unexpectedly converged notransducers, but these channels long eluded cloning to identify a novel ion channel class now known as the efforts. Analyses of C. elegans mec mutants (mechano-DEG/ENaCs (named for founding members C. elegans sensory abnormal) specifically defective in the response degenerins and human epithelial amiloride-sensitive to the gentle stroke of an eyelash hair identified two Na ϩ channel). Recent analyses of neuronally expressed mec genes, mec-4 and mec-10, that encode DEG/ENaC members of this superfamily reveal that these channels family members essential for body touch sensation play multiple roles in how we perceive mechanical stim-(Driscoll and Chalfie, 1991; Huang and Chalfie, 1994). uli and now implicate at least one family member in how MEC-4 and MEC-10 are coexpressed exclusively in well we remember such encounters. Here we briefly the six neurons that sense gentle touch and form a review recent advances and current understanding of heteromeric channel postulated to constitute the core the neurobiology of the DEG/ENaC channel superfamily, of the long-sought touch-sensitive mechanosensory ion highlighting pressing questions regarding a channel channel. class with truly remarkable range of biological functions Gating tension must be applied for a channel to be including touch sensation, proprioception, pain sensamechanically gated. Localized tension is postulated to tion, heat sensitivity, taste, and learning. be administered by tethering the extracellular MEC-4/ DEG/ENaCs 101: Basic Features MEC-10 channel domains to a specialized extracellular of the Channel Class matrix that surrounds the touch receptor neurons and Identified members of the DEG/ENaC family include 21 anchoring intracellular channel domains to a 15-protofil-C. elegans, 30 Drosophila, 1 snail, and at least 9 mammaament microtubule (MT) network exclusively assembled lian family members grouped into 5 major subfamilies in the touch receptor neurons (reviewed in Tavernarakis ( Figure 1A ). DEG/ENaC subunits range from approxiand Driscoll, 1997). Other MEC proteins are proposed mately 500-1000 amino acids in length and include two to provide these tethers (Figure 2A ). transmembrane domains (TM1 and TM2) ( Figure 1B C-terminal domains) partially elevates current amplifive known genes, at least two of which produce alternatively spliced products (see Supplemental Table S1 What are the physiological conditions under which acid gating has biological relevance? In pathological conditions such as inflammation and ischaemia, acidosis can be severe, with the extracellular pH decrease sometimes more than two pH units, proton concentrations that can activate heterologously expressed ASIC channels. ASIC2 does not appear to significantly influence nociception (Price et al., 2000) , but analysis of pain perception in the ASIC3 knockout mouse supports a contribution of this subunit (Price et al., 2001 ). ASIC3 is expressed in small diameter DRG neurons that coexpress pain-associated substance P and are thought to vations highlight the possibility that acid sensitivity of this channel class may not always be of clear functional more modulatory roles in cutaneous mechanosensory relevance in a native environment; protons may be modchannels. Second, coexpressed DEG/ENaCs could form ulatory rather than gating stimuli. ASIC channels might play more critical roles in the homo-and heteromeric channels that may provide func-pain that accompanies pathological crises of the heart under conditions of sustained release) would gate ASIC channels in their native contexts (a colossal pH 5 was such as myocardial ischaemia (angina pectoris). Sensory cardiac afferents innervate cardiac muscle and are used in this study to detect the H ϩ -dependent current in hippocampal slices). One attractive model is that ASIC1 activated by protons released by damaged tissue. ASIC3 has been postulated to be the nociceptor of carchannels may be activated by increases in proton concentration associated with synaptic vesicle release, indiac afferents based on the observations that the prevalent proton-gated current present in these neurons reducing a depolarization of the postsynaptic membrane that could release the well-characterized NMDA Mg 
